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Communities = cliques
• Communities are often 

modelled as (quasi-) 
cliques 

• Dense subgraphs 

• All edges equally likely 

• In a community, 
everybody knows (or 
should know) everybody 
else
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Communities ≠ cliques
• But many communities are 

not cliques 

• There is more structure 

• Some people know more 
people 

• Others know just the 
central people  
⇒ Cliques are not a good 
model
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Communities really  
are not cliques

5

≈ 160 stackexchange communities 
Nodes are users, edges are comments or answers during the last year
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Why should I care?
• Better understanding of the community 

structures 

• Better fit to real-world data 

• Better prediction power 

• More realistic random graphs 

• …

6
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The core/periphery model
• Classical model in social 

sciences (from 1999) 

• Communities are L-shaped 

• A core that is a clique 

• A periphery that is only 
connected to the core 

• In real-world, 0s can 
appear both in core and in 
periphery

78 June 2017

( )S.P. Borgatti, M.G. EÕerettrSocial Networks 21 1999 375–395378

Table 2
Idealized corerperiphery structure

periphery nodes do not connect with other periphery nodes. In blockmodeling terms, the
Ž .corercore region is a 1-block, the corerperiphery regions are imperfect 1-blocks, and

the peripheryrperiphery region is a 0-block. We claim that this pattern is characteristic
of corerperiphery structures and is in fact a defining property. 2
An idealized version that corresponds to a corerperiphery structure of the adjacency

matrix is given in Table 2. That this pattern of blocks suggests a corerperiphery
Žstructure and has been noticed many times Burt, 1976; White, Boorman and Breiger,

.1976; Knoke and Rogers, 1979; Marsden, 1989 . The pattern can be seen as a
Ž .generalization of the maximally centralized graph of Freeman 1979 , the simple star

Ž . Ž .see Fig. 2 . In the star, a single node the center is connected to all other nodes, which
are not connected to each other. To move to the corerperiphery image, we simply add
duplicates of the center to the graph, and connect them to each other and to the

Ž .periphery see Fig. 3 .
The patterns in Table 2 and Figs. 2 and 3 are idealized patterns that are unlikely to be

actually observed in empirical data. We can readily appreciate that real structures will
only approximate this pattern, in that they will have 1-blocks with less than perfect
density, and 0-blocks that contain a few ties. A simple measure of how well the real

Ž . Ž .structure approximates the ideal is given by Eq. 1 together with Eq. 2 .
rs a d 1Ž .Ý i j i j

i , j

1 if c sCORE or c sCOREi jd s 2Ž .i j ½ 50 otherwise
In the equations, a indicates the presence or absence of a tie in the observed data, ci j i

Ž . Žrefers to the class core or periphery that actor i is assigned to, and d subsequentlyi j

2 However, in a later section we introduce variations of this pattern that we shall argue are preferable in
most circumstances.

Borgatti & Everett, 1999

Core Periphery
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Core/periphery example

8

( )S.P. Borgatti, M.G. EÕerettrSocial Networks 21 1999 375–395382

Table 4
Corerperiphery structure in a citation network

3.3. Additional pattern matrices

The ideal pattern of Table 2 is not the only one that is consistent with the intuitive
notion of a corerperiphery structure. A more extreme expression of the corerperiphery

Žconcept is the pattern shown in Table 5 this is image ‘‘C’’ in White, Boorman and
.Breiger, 1976 . Here, the only ties are found among core nodes. All other nodes are

isolates. To measure the extent that a graph approximates this version of the corerpe-
riphery concept, we can again use correlation to measure fit, but modify the definition of

Žthe pattern matrix D as follows note the change of ‘‘or’’ to ‘‘and’’, as compared with
Ž ..Eq. 2 :

1 if c sCORE and c sCOREi jd s 3Ž .i j ½ 50 otherwise

Ž .One problem with Eq. 3 is that part of the intuitive notion of a periphery is that it be
somehow related to a core. Yet here the peripheral nodes are complete isolates so it is
hard to argue that they are related to the core.

Ž . Ž .Still another ideal pattern, midway between the patterns given by Eqs. 2 and 3 , is
the one in which the density of core-to-periphery and periphery-to-core ties is a

Ž .specified intermediate value between 0 the density of periphery-to-periphery ties and 1

Borgatti & Everett, 1999
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Nested matrices
• Matrix is nested if its rows 

and columns can be 
ordered so that  

• all 1s are consecutive 

• no row has more 1s than 
the row above it 

• Important concept in 
ecology 

• Core/periphery matrices are 
nested

9
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HyCom communities
• Assume ordered (by 

degree) 

• In HyCom communities, 
an edge (i, j) is in the 
community iff 
iαjα > τ  
for some α ≤ 0  
and 0 < τ < 1 

• N.B. same as ĳ < τ’ with 
τ’ = τ1/α 

10

Beyond Blocks: Hyperbolic Community Detection 55

4 Hyperbolic Community Model

The previous analysis shows that, in order to detect big communities with re-
alistic properties, models must be able to represent non-uniform degree distri-
butions. In this section, we first propose HyCoM, a community model that
assumes communities to have a power-law degree distribution. We then detail
the MDL-based formalization that will guide the community discovery process
and that is used as a metric for community quality.

4.1 Community Definition

We are given an undirected network consisting of nodes N and edges E . We
represent this network as an adjacency matrix M ∈ {0, 1}|N |×|N |. As an abbre-
viation, we use N = |N |. The goal is to detect Hyperbolic Communities:

Definition 1. Hyperbolic Community
A hyperbolic community is a triplet C = (S,α, τ) with S = [S1, .., S|S|], Si ∈ N
and Si ̸= Sj if i ̸= j, representing an ordered list of nodes, α ≤ 0 being the
exponent when the degree distribution of the nodes is approximated by a power-
law, and 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 a threshold that determines the number of edges represented
by the community.
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α = -0.5, τ = 0.1, 380 edges 

Fig. 5. Adjacency Matrix of a syn-
thetic Hyperbolic Community

Given the above triplet, and knowing that
the nodes in S are sorted by degree in the
community, the degree of a node is di ∝ iα.
If we assume conditional independence given
the community (i.e. we assume edge indepen-
dence when we know both nodes belong to the
current community), then the probability pi,j
that the edge between nodes i and j is part of
the community is also proportional to iα · jα.
Therefore, we can define the edges of an hy-
perbolic community to be the most probable
edges given exponent α and threshold τ :

E(C) = {(Si, Sj) ∈ S × S : iα · jα > τ}.

Figure 5 illustrates the adjacency matrix induced by the set E(C) given a
certain degree distribution and value of τ . Its characteristic shape, an hyperbola,
gave name to this model.

We propose to measure the importance of a community via the principle of
compression, i.e. by its ability to compress the matrix M: if most edges of E(C)
are in fact part of M, then we can compress this community easily. Finding the
most important communities will lead to the best compression of M.

More specifically, we use the MDL principle [10]. We aim to minimize the num-
ber of bits required to simultaneously encode the communities (i.e. the model)
and the data (effects not captured by the model, e.g. missing edges), in a trade
off between model complexity and goodness of fit. In the following, we provide
details on how to compute the description cost in this setting.

Araujo et al. ECMLPKDD ’14
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Some comments  
on the models

• Core/periphery model seems too restricted 

• Tails taper towards the end 

• Nested model is very general  

• Perhaps too general… 

• HyCom seems like a good compromise 

• But with only one free variable, they’re too 
quite limited

11
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The hyperbolic model
• Let us assume the nodes 

are ordered and i=0, 1, … 

• In hyperbolic model edge 
(i, j) is in the community if  
(i + p)(j + p) ≤ θ  

• (–p, –p) is the centre of 
the hyperbola 

• θ places the curve in the 
gradient

12
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The core/tail model

• The core/tail model is 
parameterized by the size 
of the core, γ, and the 
thickness of the tail, H  

• Tail cannot be thicker 
than the core 

• In fact 
γ ≤ (n – 1 + H)/2

13
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The mixture model
• HyCom: i∙j ≤ τ  

• Line: i + j ≤ σ  

• Mixture:  
(1 – x)(i∙j) + x(i + j) ≤ Σ  
for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and Σ ∈ ℝ  

• Actually  
(1 – |x|)(ĳ) + x(i + j) ≤ Σ  
for –1 ≤ x ≤ 1 

• Slightly more general

14
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All the models  
are the same

• Equivalence Theorem: Given a valid pair of 
parameters for one of the three models above, 
there exists valid pairs of parameters for the other 
two models that will model exactly the same graph 

• Between hyperbola and core/tail, this is straight-
forward (re-parametrization) 

• Requires a proof between mixture and hyperbola

15
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Hyperbolic vs. 
cliques and core/tail

• Cliques are a special case 
of the models 

• E.g. set core size to the 
community size 

• Core/periphery is also a 
special case of the model 

• Or a limit case (needs to 
be checked)

16
12

Generalization of ...
Block models and (quasi-)cliques
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Hyperbolic vs. 
power-law

• HyCom is a special case of 
our models 

• Recall mixture:  
(1 – x)(i∙j) + x(i + j) ≤ Σ 

• Technically HyCom is  
1/2(i∙j) + 1/2(i + j) ≤ Σ

17
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Generalization of ...
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     and C. Faloutsos. Beyond blocks:
     Hyperbolic community detection. 
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Some example 
communities

1811

Examples
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On likelihoods
• Area under the curve should be 

dense 

• Area above the curve should be 
sparse 

• Minimize the log-likelihood  
|E|log(d) + |∁E|log(1–d)  
+|O|log(s) + |∁O|log(s) 

• |E| = edges in comm, |∁E| = non-
edges in comm., d = density of 
comm., |O| = edges outside of 
comm., |∁O| = non-edges outside 
of comm., s = density outside 
comm.

19
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More than one community
• Generalizing to many communities is mostly 

straight forward 

• Every community has its own parameters 

• Likelihoods inside communities sum up 

• The area outside all communities should be 
sparse 

• But overlapping communities add complexity…
20
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Overlapping communities!

21

11

Examples

11

Examples

This is a good  
community

This is also a  
good community

But now this is a bad community!
And now it’s just a big mess!
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Forms of overlap

22

14

Model a Whole Graph
no overlap node overlap edge overlap

14

Model a Whole Graph
no overlap node overlap edge overlap

14

Model a Whole Graph
no overlap node overlap edge overlap

14

Model a Whole Graph
no overlap node overlap edge overlap

14

Model a Whole Graph
no overlap node overlap edge overlap

14

Model a Whole Graph
no overlap node overlap edge overlap

No overlap Node overlap Edge overlap

Just find the  
communities and 
model them

The overlapping  
edges must be  
ignored

The overlapping  
edges must be  
handled

Assign every edge to at most 1 community
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Are these good models?

23

Table II
TEST STATISTIC OF THE LIKELIHOOD RATIO TEST BETWEEN OUR MODELS
AND BLOCK MODELS, AND OUR MODELS AND HYCOM. FOR ALL DATASETS

500 COMMUNITIES WERE SAMPLED. ADDITIONALLY, WE DISPLAY THE
RESULT FOR SAMPLING 100 COMMUNITIES FROM THE DBLP DATA.

LL ratio

block model HyCom

Amazon 26450.6 30997.1
DBLP (100) 3148.5 -788.0
DBLP -264974.7 17958.1
Friendster 200627.6 17811.7
LiveJournal 154982.4 22705.8
Orkut 11945.3 1598.5
YouTube 75689.6 12660.0

Table III
DATASETS USED FOR THE COMMUNITY FINDING EXPERIMENTS.

nodes non-zeros content

Email 1,133 10,902 University email network
Erdős 472 2,628 Erdős collaboration network
Jazz 198 5,484.6 Network of Jazz musicians
PolBooks 105 882 Books about US politics

HyCom: For the comparison to the HyCom model, we
obtain a similar result: With one exception, our hyperbolic
model describes the data statistically significantly better than the
HyCom model. The better solution for the 100 sample of DBLP
found with the parameter space restricted to HyCom models
is also a valid solution within our more general modelling
framework. The greedy algorithm we propose, however, gives
no guarantee to converge to the globally best solution and this
result indicates that it depends on the data whether additional
freedom in the parameter space is a benefit or hindrance for the
algorithm to find a good solution. More importantly, as we will
see in the next section, starting with HyCom as initialization,
our model is always significantly better.

C. Finding communities

Next, we demonstrate that our model improves the de-
scription of communities returned by existing community-
finding methods. We used spectral clustering, Boolean matrix
factorization, and HyCom to find the communities; the first
two approaches look for clique-like communities while HyCom
looks for hyperbolic shapes (see Section III-E). We used
various real-world data sets from the University of Florida
Sparse Matrix Collection [6], summarized in Table III. They
are significantly smaller than the data sets we examined in
the previous experiments to allow the community detection
algorithms to work efficiently. As we aim to assess the quality
of the models and do not propose an own method for finding
communities, no ground-truth community information was
employed for the evaluation.

Spectral clustering: We first used spectral clustering with
the normalized Laplacian [18] to cluster the nodes of the graph.
The resulting communities are non-overlapping. We notice a
significant benefit of modelling the obtained result by means of
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(b) Community from Jazz data.

Figure 7. Examples of communities fitted by our model. The initial
communities were obtained using spectral clustering on the respective data.
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(b) Community from PolBooks data.

Figure 8. Examples of communities fitted by our model. The initial
communities were obtained using Boolean matrix factorization.

hyperbolic models, as the log-likelihood ratio test confirms for
all examined datasets (see Table IV). These results yielded p-
values that were essentially zero, confirming that the results are
statistically significant. We have used k = 10 clusters for Email,
k = 8 for Erdős, k = 5 for Jazz, and k = 6 for PolBooks.
We display examples of modelled communities in Figure 7.
These example communities show relatively large cores but
thin tails, with most edges being in the lower triangular area.
Our models clearly capture this phenomenon.

Boolean matrix factorization: To find overlapping com-
munities, we used Boolean matrix factorization (BMF) [14].
We used the Asso algorithm [14] with the same number of
communities as with spectral clustering. We set the threshold
parameter ⌧ of Asso to 0.6 and the weight w to 10. We again
find that our models resemble the data significantly better than
the corresponding block models (see Table IV). Figure 8 shows
example communities from the PolBooks and Jazz data.

HyCom algorithm: We ran the HyCom algorithm [3] on
each of the data sets stopping after we found k communities,
with k specified as above. As the likelihood ratio test confirms
(Table IV), our hyperbolic model improves the result of the
HyCom algorithm.

D. Discussion
Our experiments have verified our intuition that the com-

munities in real-world graphs are better modelled using our

Table IV
STATISTIC OF THE LIKELIHOOD RATIO TEST BETWEEN OUR AND BLOCK

MODELS, AS WELL AS OUR AND HYCOM MODELS. THE COMMUNITIES ARE
FOUND USING HYCOM, SPECTRAL CLUSTERING, AND BMF.

LL ratio

spectral clustering BMF HyCom

Email 10895.8 3552.0 250.1
Erdős 1797.0 949.0 256.3
Jazz 3003.8 4435.0 3718.5
PolBooks 648.0 303.3 228.2

models than the traditional quasi-clique models, and that our
models are an improvement over the previously proposed
HyCom model [3]. This holds true for a variety of data sets,
both with ground-truth communities, and with communities
detected with existing methods. It is important to notice that
the existing methods, especially the BMF, aim at finding clique-
like communities. Thus, since our algorithm uses their results
as the initial community candidates, any weaknesses of these
algorithms will also affect our result. Still, our experiments
show that our models provide statistically significantly better
fit, even when we take into account the increased number of
free parameters for our model.

Not only is our model a better fit for the data, it also provides
interesting insights to the shape of the communities. The easy
interpretability of the parameters � and H means that we
can simply study a summary of their distributions to gain an
understanding on how the communities in a data look like,
whether the cores are small or big and whether the tails are fat
or skinny. This allows a data analyst to obtain a fast general
understanding about the data without having to look at any
particular community.

Finally, our experiments also demonstrate the scalability of
our method. It had no problem of handling even the largest
graph, Friendster, with approximately 65.6 million nodes and
1.8 billion edges.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed three novel models to describe hyperbolic
communities. Based on the observation that communities in real-
world graphs do not correspond to blocks of uniform density,
our models capture the density distributions per community
more accurately. We have shown that all models have the same
expressive power, and we proposed an algorithm to fit these
models to a given community – and likewise, to fit multiple,
potentially overlapping, communities to represent the full graph.

In our experimental study, we have analysed a large variety
of real-world datasets leading to interesting insights about the
data’s inherent community structure – showing variations from
star-like data to data with patterns similar to quasi-cliques. Our
hyperbolic model captures all these scenarios as special cases.
Last, comparing the likelihood obtained by our model w.r.t.
block-modelling approaches and existing hyperbolic models
clearly shows the superiority of our hyperbolic community
model for real-world data.

Future work: While our current model allows node
overlapping communities, we have restricted edges to be part of
at most one community. Extending our models and algorithms
to handle edge overlaps is an important research direction
we aim to investigate. Moreover, while this work focused
on modeling a set of communities, we aim to investigate
community detection algorithms able to detect hyperbolic
structures directly. To that end, the aforementioned nonnegative
rounding rank decompositions [15] provide an interesting
approach.
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Likelihood ratio test  
the larger the ratio, the more likely our model is better

Ground-truth  
communities

Calculated communities
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Distributions of 
parameters
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Distribution of parameters
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How to find the 
communities?

• We can use any clique-like community finding 
algorithm, and re-model 

• But the found communities might not be 
very good 

• We can try to grow the communities from 
cores 

• But overlapping communities cause issues
26
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Nested matrix redux
• Work in progress: express the adjacency 

matrix as a union of nested submatrices 

• More general than our models but 
potentially easier 

• Interesting on its own right 

• We find the nested subgraphs by finding a 
suitable matrix factorization

27
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Nested matrices as rank-1 
structures

• Nested matrices can have a full rank 

• Their nonnegative rounding rank is 1 

• Every nested matrix A can be expressed 
as A = thr(xyT)  

• x and y are nonnegative vectors 

• thr(a) = 1 if a ≥ 0.5 and 0 otherwise 

28
Neumann et al. ICDM 2016
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Example
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Combining nested 
matrices: problems

• thr([x1 x2][y1 y2]T) is not necessarily a union 
of two nested matrices 

• If x < θ and y < θ, it’s still possible that  
x + y ≥ θ  

• Higher ranks work only for completely 
disjoint communities
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Tropical algebra  
to the rescue

• The subtropical algebra over the 
nonnegative reals has 

• the summation ⊞ defined as the maximum 

• the product ⊠ defined as usual 

• If x < θ and y < θ, x ⊞ y = max{x, y} < θ  

• The thresholding distributes over ⊞: 
thr(x ⊞ y) = thr(x) ⊞ thr(y) 
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The full model
• Given a symmetric adjacency matrix A, find 

nonnegative matrix B with k columns minimizing  
||A – thr(B⊠BT)|| 

• The matrix product is over the subtropical 
algebra 

• Equivalently, given A, find k nested (up to 
permutations) matrices N1, N2, …, Nk that minimize  
||A – ∪i Ni||
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Resulting communities

33

Hyperbolic Almost  
hyperbolic

Not at all 
hyperbolic
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Future work
• Validate that the hyperbolic models are good 

with more data 

• More work for algorithms to find the 
communities 

• Time-evolving communities 

• Random graph models and graphons
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